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SERIES 1 EXAMINATION 2002
ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS
LEVEL 4
(Code No: 4041)
THURSDAY 14 MARCH
________

Instructions to Candidates
(a) The time allowed for this examination is 3 hours.
(b) Answer all 4 questions.
(c) All questions carry equal marks.
(d) All answers must be clearly and correctly numbered but need not be in numerical order.
(e) While formal accuracy is expected, adequate and appropriate communication is essential and
candidates must judge the length of their answers in this light.
(f)

When you finish, check your work carefully.

(g) The use of standard English dictionaries and cordless non-programmable calculators is
permitted. Candidates whose first language is not English may use a bilingual dictionary.
________
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QUESTION 1(a)
Read the following article and answer the questions that follow it. Credit will be given for answering
the questions in your own words and demonstrating comprehension, rather than quoting directly from
the text.
Let the bad times roll
"It's the worst thing I've ever done in my life," admitted John Chambers, Chief Executive of Cisco
Systems, after announcing big job cuts last month. "We went from over 65 miles an hour to flat or
negative growth in what, 2 months? I don't know many companies in the world that could do that."
Other versions of Mr Chambers' lament can be heard up and down Silicon Valley these days, and
in most other parts of America too. Almost daily, some totem of the new economy admits to a
thoroughly old-fashioned sense of bewilderment. Ed Zander, President of Sun Microsystems,
confesses: "I have never seen an environment where capital spending has fallen off as dramatically
and suddenly as this in all the years I have been in business". The Chief Financial Officer of Ariba,
a big noise in the business-to-business business, announced glum profits and layoffs saying that
"the predictability of our business going forward is very limited”.
Yet not so long ago, companies such as these thought that they had a better feel for the state of
demand than ever before. They had fancy electronic links with their suppliers and boasted of the
new flexibility that came with building to order, not for stock. Even so, managing in a downturn
appears to be tougher than most of them expected. What has gone wrong? Part of the problem is
the sheer ferocity of the downturn, a mirror image of the over-inflation of last year's bubble. For the
past two years, as Allen Delattre of Accenture Consultancy points out, high-tech companies had
become accustomed to sales growth of 40% or so from one quarter to the next. The sheer
momentum created by this would have made even a gentle slowdown difficult. In fact, both profit
warnings and stock-market declines are far more severe than in previous downturns.
Companies may still wonder whether they face a short bounce or a long slump. Shareholders are
less hesitant. Faced with unforgiving investors, companies feel obliged to accompany every
announcement of bad news with plans to cut jobs, but the news of job cuts affects confidence.
And better information may, ironically, compress the corporate response. As Alan Greenspan of
the Federal Reserve recently pointed out, business managers receive similar signals, and so
"appear to be acting in far closer alignment with one another than in decades past". Mike Volpi of
Cisco says that information about economic changes is much more quickly available than in the
past. "Because of that, everything spiralled down much faster."
While better information may be compressing the response, it has not been good enough to predict
the behaviour of buyers. And the supply chain, although leaner than it was in previous recessions
still has lots of inertia. At Flextronics, a giant contract manufacturer that makes hardware for hightech firms, an emphasis on curbing costs means that materials may travel half-way round the world
and back before a product is finished. That takes time. Some memory chips take 13 weeks to
make, so build-to-order turns out to "build-till-almost-ready-for-an order".
Nor is it just in high-tech businesses that suppliers have been caught with too much inventory. In
the car industry, for example, demand has dropped faster than companies expected. Worse, the
fall comes after a boom that − unusually − combined soaring sales with falling prices and heavy
discounting. The worst-hit suppliers have, in the words of one analyst, been caught between a rock
and a hard place.
Managing the recession will be difficult for executives who have long since forgotten what the
previous one felt like. In particular, they need to be careful about losing good staff. There may be a
pause in the war for talent, but there is a lesson from continental Europe's recent experience with
slow growth − companies that use the best of their surplus employees creatively are best placed for
recovery.
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QUESTION 1(a) CONTINUED
Some American companies have had similar experiences. For example, Dixie-Narco, a subsidiary
of Maytag that makes vending machines, hit a crisis when Coca-Cola, one of its largest customers,
suddenly slashed orders. The company weathered the storm without layoffs, partly by reassigning
redundant production workers to find a way to cut costs, improve quality and streamline production.
As a result, the company drew ahead of competitors that had made swingeing staff cuts.
The moral is that companies that take advantage of the downturn, rather than merely muddling
through, will be best placed to accelerate when the good times roll once more.
(Adapted from The Economist magazine)
1

The companies of Cisco, Sun Microsystems and Ariba give specific examples of tangible effects
of the recession on their results. What are they?
(3 marks)

2

The CFO of Ariba says "the predictability of business going forward is very limited". What does he
mean and why does he choose to express it in this way?
(2 marks)

3

What is the author's attitude to companies' recent statements about their 'feel for the state of
demand'? How do we know he thinks this?
(2 marks)

4

What is contradictory about the shareholders' expectations of their companies' response to the
downturn?
(2 marks)

5

'Last year's bubble' (paragraph 3) and 'better information' (paragraph 5) have contributed to the
severity of the downturn. What was the contribution of each?
(3 marks)

6

What effect has 'better information' (paragraph 6) had on supply and demand management/
inventory control and what is the 'inertia' referred to in relation to supply and demand
management/inventory control?
(2 marks)

7

What is meant by the 'war for talent’ (paragraph 8)?
(1 mark)
(15 marks)

QUESTION 1(b)
Situation
You are the Human Resources Director for a medium-sized high-tech company that is suffering badly
in this current recession. You are hoping to avoid job cuts at the moment, but are not in a position to
guarantee this in the long term.
Task
Write a memo to all the staff (below management level) in the company. Using ideas from the text in
Question 1(a), tell them about the current economic situation − giving some information about why the
situation is so bad. Assure them the company is doing everything to avoid redundancies and is
currently considering the redeployment of staff. Also, announce a company meeting for all the staff to
give further information about the situation.
(10 marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 2
Situation
You work as an Executive Search Consultant (a 'headhunter') for the company Executive Recruitment
Services (ERS). You have been given the following recruitment brief by one of your clients to look for
a new Continental European Marketing Director.
RECRUITMENT BRIEF − New Style Plc
Company Background
Head Office: London, UK
European Headquarters: Frankfurt
Turnover: £500 million per annum
Products: teenage/twenties female fashion clothing; fashion accessories; cosmetics.
Main Market: UK and expanding into Continental Europe
Job Specification
Position: Marketing Director, Continental Europe
Location: based at new European Headquarters in Frankfurt
Duties: oversee expansion in continental Europe; devise and implement new strategies for store and
product development; supervise the development of e-commerce within the business
Salary: top end of the scale for similar jobs.
Person Specifications
Qualifications:
Essential − graduate in business discipline;
Desirable − marketing related diploma and/or MBA
Skills
Essential − good communication skills; fluency in at least 2 European languages (one must be
German); large scale project management
Desirable − ICT and e-commerce skills
Background
Essential − marketing young female fashion and accessories in a similar venture in Europe.
Desirable − experience in setting up new e-commerce initiatives; experience of developing new store
formats.
Qualities
Leadership qualities; visionary and inspirational; broad perspective − playing the long game; able to
take responsibility and work under pressure.
Able to liaise and work in a team at the most senior level.
Task
(a) You believe you have found the ideal candidate. Her name is Paola Lozupone, (Via Rogiero
74/2, 00125 – Roma, Italia) and she is currently marketing director of a similar young women's
fashion chain store in Italy, based in Rome. She appears to fit the criteria outlined in the
recruitment brief well.
Write a letter to her − she does not know anything about the job and is, in fact, not known to be
looking for a job. Make the approach, outline the position to her, explain why it should be
interesting for her and invite her to fix a time to visit the European Head Office in Frankfurt when it
is convenient, but within the next 4 weeks if at all possible.
(12½ marks)
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QUESTION 2 CONTINUED
(b) Ms Lozupone goes to the interview in Frankfurt, but she is not offered the job.
She is extremely unhappy about the whole experience, particularly with ERS.
The following is a selection of her complaints:
-

she had no warning that the interview would be held in German, which she does not speak
well enough. ERS had given her to understand the interview was in English
she did not get the extra information she requested before the interview so she could not
prepare properly;
a lot of the questions related to her experience outside Italy, she doesn't have any;
her current company does not have any e-commerce business and she knows very little
about it;
the salary being offered is less than what she is getting at the moment - not, as ERS
suggested, much more;
the expenses she was paid for the trip were not at all generous and she ended up out of
pocket;
ERS did not keep their promise about confidentiality and there are now uncomfortable
rumours in her office that she is actively looking for another job.

As Paola Lozupone, write a letter to Jane Simson, your contact at ERS, complaining that she
failed to give you enough relevant information and therefore you are highly embarrassed by the
experience and feel that a lot of your time has been wasted.
(12½ marks)
(Total 25 marks)
QUESTION 3(a)
Situation
You work in the Human Resources Department of a company, Polygon Ltd, that is in the first stages of
considering the introduction of a system which evaluates managers' people skills, in the way outlined
in the article below.
Task
Your boss has asked you to summarise this article in the form of a briefing note to be circulated to
the management board as the basis for a preliminary discussion in his next meeting with them.
(12½ marks)

Focusing on the Softer Side of Management
In the construction business, interpersonal skills are valued about as highly as rain on wet cement. It's
a culture of muscle, not mouth.
Granite Construction, a $1.3 billion company in Watsonville, California, was no exception. For most of
its 80 years, a call from the boss's office meant bad news. "Employees were only contacted when
something went wrong" says Division Manager Bruce McGowan, a 20-year veteran who oversees a
staff of 700. "Because it was corrective, feedback tended to be negative."
No longer. Spurred by a tight labour market, Granite is starting to deliver feedback of the positive
kind. And to make sure the idea takes, starting next year, 20% of every manager's bonus − which
sometimes exceeds 500% of basic salary − will depend on the person's "people skills". Explains Mike
Thomas, Director of Human Resources, "In a market where everyone is struggling to keep people we
want to foster a culture that employees choose to be part of."
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QUESTION 3 CONTINUED
Anonymous Ratings
Tying compensation to non-financial objectives isn't new − General Electric and Hewlett-Packard have
done it for years. But more companies are embracing the idea. In a recent survey of 721 North
American companies by management consultants Towers Perrin, 66% of respondents said they
focused exclusively on financial results when assessing employee performance back in 1998. Today
in 2001, only 43% do. And that group will shrink to 16% by 2004, projects Towers Perrins, as greater
attention is paid to softer skills, such as listening to subordinates and giving them opportunities to
grow.
Granite, which already uses an anonymous rating system to let its 400 managers see how their coworkers, peers and superiors perceive them, plans to use 20 touchy-feely metrics − chosen by
employees themselves − when calculating bonuses next year. Two weeks ago, the company's 4,300
employees received an e-mail survey asking which skills best serve the company. According to
Thomas, 81% mentioned integrity and ethics. An additional 79% cited teamwork and 76% said
knowledge-sharing abilities. The company is still deciding which criteria it will use next year.
Granite is modelling its approach on companies that have gone before. Wells Fargo has made worker
satisfaction a top goal since its 1998 acquisition of Norwest, which took the Wells Fargo name.
Accomplishing "people goals" at Wells Fargo is linked from 16% to 25% of every manager's annual
bonus, which ranges from 10% to 30% of base salary.
Drinking Alone
Wells Fargo requires its 117,000 employees to take an automated phone survey every 18 months to
answer such questions as "Do you get enough communication from management?" and "How was
your training?" Now, subordinates and managers talk more. Says Patricia Callahan, the company's
human resources director, "Everyone is much clearer about what constitutes success." Julie Shriver, a
recruitment director who has spent nine years at Wells Fargo, says "It's nice that if you have people
skills, you can be rewarded."
Still it's unclear how much business sense it makes for companies to monkey with manager
evaluations. According to Roland Van der Meer, a partner at ComVentures, a venture capital firm in
Palo Alto, "An executive is a leader. He's driving a company and a team. Some of the best leaders
aren't necessarily people we'd want to have a beer with."
In fact, in a Watson Wyatt Worldwide study last year of 400 US and Canadian companies, employee
participation in a manager's review seemed to hurt shareholder return. Explains Brian Anderson, a
senior consultant at the firm, "It's largely about implementation. If the appraisal isn't communicated
properly, it can create disruption or tension that really takes you off in wrong directions."
Adapted from an article in Business Week
QUESTION 3(b)
Situation
You work for a market analysis company and you have received a request for an analysis of the
impact of the Internet on the book market.
Task
Write a short text to accompany the following graphs. Focus on the general market situation and the
growth of Internet book-selling with its (assumed) impact on average prices.
(12½ marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 3(b)
On-line Book-Buying Since 1998

MARKET SHARE GROWTH FOR INTERNET: ADULTS VS
CHILDREN
Market share %
based on value

6
Adults’ Books

5
4
3
2

Children’s Books

1
20 Dec
1998

4 Feb

11 Apr

6 Jun

1 Aug 20 Sept 21 Nov 16 Jan 12 Mar

7 May

4 Jun

2 Jul
2000

Rolling 12 weeks ending
Source: Book Track Plus

IMPACT OF THE INTERNET ON SALES AND PRICE
TRENDS
Internet 788

Sales Volume

Index*

Consumer Direct 110
(excluding Internet)
Total book market 106

110

Average selling price

105

Retail 102
Retail 99
Total book market 96
Internet 92

100
95

Consumer Direct 86
(excluding Internet)

90
85
80 52 w/e 9 May 1999

2 July 2000

* Number of units and average prices in 52 weeks ending 9/5/99 = 100 for each channel
Source: Book Track Plus
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QUESTION 3(b) CONTINUED

CUSTOMER EXPENDITURE BY TOP SUBCATEGORIES
INTERNET VS TOTAL MARKET
4.8

Computer Technology
Medicine, Health and Child Care
School, College
Pure Science and Mathematics

20
3.1
11.3
1.7
5.4
2.1
3.9
4.6

Cookery, Food and Drink
Art, Photography and Graphics

3.1
4.6
4.8
5.2

Social Science
Source: Book Track Plus

Internet %

7.5

Total Market %

% Based on
Expenditure

52 weeks ending 7 May 2000

SHRINKING PROPORTION OF THE UK
POPULATION BUYING BOOKS
% of Population Buying

Average no. of
books bought

1997/98

54%

9.4

1998/99

50%

10.8

1999/00

47%

12.1

52 weeks ending 7 May 2000
Source: Book Track Plus
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QUESTION 4
On the basis of the 2 following opening extracts and according to the instructions accompanying them,
continue and complete each extract in an appropriate way.
The list of key words should be used for guidance; some or all of the words may, but do not have to
be, included in the text.
(a) Situation
You work in a specialist business travel tourist agency (Busex Travel Limited). Your clients are
companies, the executives of which have extensive international travel schedules and use you to
provide comprehensive business travel packages (flights, hotels, connections, meeters etc).
Your company holds occasional promotional presentation lunches in a local dining club to which
are invited the contacts from the client companies and potential client companies. The contacts
are usually the secretaries and personal assistants of the executives. The lunches are popular
opportunities for socialising and learning more about international travel issues. There is a guest
speaker on a subject related to international travel and food and drinks are served.
Task
Write the invitation message to the event.
Key words
new travelling office products/provide information/product demonstrations/computers and
software/virtual offices/lively speaker/meet regular staff of Busex/buffet lunch/times and
date/venue/reservations
(HEADING)
Busex Travel Limited are pleased to invite you to their next presentation lunch where we are
delighted to welcome Philip Granger of Business Solutions Limited, who will be speaking about
product developments for the travelling executive.
(12½ marks)
(b) Situation
You work for a business information company that provides market data on consumer goods
markets in your country. You are currently working on expanding the business into the UK and
as part of the promotional campaign you are distributing advertising flyers in a leading British
weekly business journal (eg The Economist).
You offer an on-line subscription web-site, a library of standard reports, which can be bought
individually and undertake specific reports by contract.
Task
Write the flyer for insertion in the magazine.
Key Words
solve problems/quality information/ assess markets/tailor-made research/develop strategies/trial
subscription
(HEADING)
Do you ever wonder whether there is someone out there who has already solved your marketing
problem? With access to the widest data-base of information on consumer goods markets in
(eg France), at BIS we know the value of information.
(12½ marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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SERIES 2 EXAMINATION 2002
ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS
FOURTH LEVEL
(Code No: 4041)
MONDAY 29 APRIL
________

Instructions to Candidates
(a) The time allowed for this examination is 3 hours.
(b) Answer all 4 questions.
(c) All questions carry equal marks.
(d) All answers must be clearly and correctly numbered but need not be in numerical order.
(e) While formal accuracy is expected, adequate and appropriate communication is essential and
candidates must judge the length of their answers in this light.
(f)

When you finish, check your work carefully.

(g) The use of standard English dictionaries and cordless non-programmable calculators is
permitted. Candidates whose first language is not English may use a bilingual dictionary.
________
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QUESTION 1(a)
Read the following article and answer the questions that follow it. Credit will be given for answering
the questions in your own words and demonstrating comprehension, rather than quoting directly from
the text.
Back on Track
Is the Reebok brand undergoing a renaissance that could see it rise from the ashes of poor sales
and falling stock prices to once more become the leader of the pack in the fashion-conscious sports
shoe market?
Its Freestyle range was once one of the best-selling shoes in history, pushing Reebok sales from
$3.52 m in 1982 to $919m in 1986. But in the nineties the sports goods manufacturer − eclipsed by
Nike and Adidas with their better-looking and technology-driven products − saw its market share
plummet and its share price fall from more than $50 in 1997 to just over $7 at the start of 2001.
Bouncing Back
Reebok is now hoping to bounce back into the minds of consumers on a mass scale. No longer is
it merely focusing on the sports shoe market, like its rivals Nike and Adidas − it is training its eye on
the fashion market.
Reebok UK Consumer Marketing Manager Michael Price says, "We are essentially a sports brand
that operates in a fashion market. We provide authentic shoes that perform well and look good.
Nike and Adidas are only about big sporting stars, but Reebok is trying to go in a different direction.
We are about everyday sports."
To further its end, Reebok has specifically set out to create advertising which appeals to fashionconscious 16-24 year olds, who buy trainers for technological features as well as looks. In Europe,
Reebok has embarked on a creative advertising approach designed to make the brand appear
accessible, which contrasts starkly with the elitist sports-star-led campaigns of Nike and Adidas.
The campaign highlights consumers' down-to-earth reasons for turning to sport. It began with the
much talked about "lose the beer belly" ad and has continued with another featuring a woman
running away from everyday stresses.
Reebok Sales and Marketing Director, David Neale, says "Reebok is the brand that talks differently
about sports − the real reasons why we all participate, delivering that in an entertaining manner.
We mix performance with style through our products. And retain a healthy, global presence in
sports marketing from grass roots to the elite."
Reebok's advertising agent, Jeremy Bowles, says "For the first time the brief was to create
something which talks about what the brand is really all about. It is not a flashy brand, but a
straightforward one. The downside about a brand like Nike is that it is brash, arrogant and in-yourface. The Reebok brand values are quite different - it's all about regular sports."
However, there were concerns whether a 16-24 year old target market would respond to an ad
featuring a beer belly. Bowles explains "It did worry us initially. Then again, that age group is
aware of the term 'beer belly' and knows that it can affect them in later life."
Reebok has certainly found it difficult to fight the likes of Nike which, with its aggressive advertising,
has been able to position itself as a highly aspirational brand and - alongside the likes of CocaCola and McDonald's − as the very image of the American dream. But Reebok claims that its
December 'belly' campaign showed that there is a "very high spontaneous awareness" for the
brand, above Adidas and narrowly behind Nike.
It also claims that its campaign-tracking research reveals that two-thirds of 15-24 year olds found
that the brand was different to other sports brands; half thought the ads were better than other
sports brands and more were likely to consider buying Reebok products after seeing the
advertisements.
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QUESTION 1(a) CONTINUED
Brand Essence
But analysts fear that Reebok's positioning as a mass market brand associated with regular sports
might move it too far away from its roots − the production of technically brilliant sports shoes.
"The brand essence has to have sports and athletics in it, otherwise Reebok could lose its powerful
generic roots," says Value Engineers’ Development Director Graham Harding. "While the Reebok
advertising is an attempt to give more attitude to the brand, the question remains whether there is
enough sport in the brand's DNA.” He adds "Reebok is not a sexy brand. That is where it suffers.
But Nike as a brand has a greater understanding of what motivates people. Nike will survive.
Adidas' sporting position as a brand is also extremely powerful. Nevertheless, Nike and Adidas
have managed to fuse the line between fashion and sport.”
Simon Knox, Professor of Brand Management, adds "Most people who wear trainers these days do
not necessarily wear them for sports, but as casual wear and in a fashion environment."
But Reebok will have to do more than deliver entertaining advertising to shake off its dated Eighties
image, in the launch of more desirable products − such as its fashionable Retro brand 'Pumps' which could be the second step in its attempt to bounce back to the top.
(Adapted from an article in Marketing Week)
1

When Reebok was successful in the 1980s what market did it concentrate on?
(1 mark)

2

What, according to the writer, caused Reebok to lose its leading market position in the 1990's?
(1 mark)

3

What is the rationale for the 'beer belly' campaign?
(3 marks)

4

What are the criticisms of the 'beer belly' campaign and the answers to these criticisms?
(2 marks)

5

What are the positive points of Nike and Adidas' market positioning?
(3 marks)

6

What is the criticism of Nike and Adidas' brand image?
(2 marks)

7

What may be the drawbacks of Reebok's new market positioning?
(3 marks)
(15 marks)

QUESTION 1(b)
Situation
You are a sales representative working for Reebok (address Reebok Connection, 14 Old Ford
Business Estate, Romford, Essex IG1 1PL). Your clients are small independent retailers. One of
your customers (John Gray Sports Ltd, 148 Ilford Street, London EA5 7QJ) stopped stocking Reebok
shoes because of falling sales and in order to free up more space in his shop for Nike and Adidas
brands. It is over a year since the retailer ordered from you.
Task
Write a letter to the retailer, referring to the repositioning and potentially successful advertising
campaign of Reebok and ask to make an appointment to discuss further orders.
(10 marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 2
Situation
You work in the Credit Control Department of an electronics supply company (Outel Electronics). It is
one of your tasks to prepare a monthly report of late and overdue debtors and make recommendations
in relation to them.
Your company is currently experiencing some cash-flow difficulties and is becoming keener to pursue
slow payers and bad debts than in the past. Specifically this month it is crucial to receive full payment
from one of the 3 major debtors.
Below are notes relating to the 3 customers who have the largest debts outstanding to your company.
The notes come from looking through the accounts files and from discussing the customers with the
Sales Department who liaise with them.
Task
Write a summarising report on the situation for submission to the Credit Control Board and include
recommendations for action.
1

Wiseman Computers
Small independent computer manufacturer, based near Outel.
First ever major customer − 15 years ago − close (almost family) associations with Outel.
Operate on personal contacts in the industry with long term preferential business and credit
arrangements.
Owes £375,000, now 3 months late.
Major business problems? ie sold off prime site location last year and moved into smaller
premises. Perhaps it's a small company outgrown by multinational big business. Staff cutbacks
rumours − possible upcoming big redundancy pay-outs and other creditors may move against
them in concert.
Several recent attempts at product development unsuccessful − eg unsuccessful new product
launch (XSS 200) last year − major cash drain − inside knowledge (from personal sources) that
bank finances have recently been restructured.
Push for cash now, (before possible bankruptcy) but could cause ruin of our oldest customer?

2

Witley-Bayer
Components producer for large computers and network systems.
Consistently biggest client − 2 years − good payers.
Always keep in close contact with our accounts department, they have phoned twice about this
invoice.
Outstanding debt of £495,000, (largest amount outstanding) now two months late.
They claim temporary cash-flow problems − they have their own unpaid debtors − but hope they
can clear it in 3 months. Taking legal action at the moment, say there is no chance they will lose
the cases.
Very successful product development at the moment.
But expansion plans mean they are asking for bigger credit for next 12 months − promising much
more business for Outel; there is a meeting with our technical department next week.
The company seems financially sound, very good reputation in the industry. Appears we are
taking the brunt of their current short term difficulties?
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QUESTION 2 CONTINUED
3

Fanshaw IPL
Major multinational computer manufacturer. Big, long-term supply contract − prestige client.
New customer, first order.
Owing £290,000 for over 6 months.
Have not replied to first letter and follow-up call.
Told Outel before that their previous supplier (Vichy Electronics − French company) gave them
much better credit but Outel products are better for their purposes.
We gave them the lowest unit cost of any customer to win the contract. So our margins with this
customer are very low − but their volume of business should be very high in the future.
Would be bad to lose this business but maybe we should put the pressure on a bit as they like
our products so much.
Simply company habit to pay late?
Trying for better credit terms by the back door?
Apparently sound company, no financial problems.
Reputation as tough negotiators, slightly unscrupulous?
(25 marks)
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QUESTION 3(a)
Situation
You are an investment advisor, working for an investment consultancy, (Michelle Collins & Partners,
48 Chester Street, Manchester, M24 YYE − UK) advising and assisting private clients on share
purchases.
You have advised a client (Pauline Fowler, The Maltings, Marlborough Lane, Chester, Cheshire
CH34 7PL) to buy shares in Track PLC (a British company which owns and maintains the country's
railway tracks), that is being privatised, when it is floated on the London Stock Exchange. You sent
her the contract to consider.
She has written to you saying that most of the contract is clear, but she is concerned about the
warranties section (this is the section of the contract which deals with the statements and undertakings
the share-buyer is making about him/herself). She is uncertain if she complies with all the
requirements. To the best of your knowledge she does.
Task
Read the Warranties Section from the contract below, and write a letter to your client summarising its
contents in non-legal language. Reassure her that there do not seem to be any problems.
(12½ marks)
Track Contract for the Sale and Purchase of Shares
Warranties
16 You warrant and agree that:
(a) you are not under the age of majority
(b) to your knowledge and belief only one application is being made in the UK Public Offer
for your benefit (or that of any person for whose benefit you are applying) and the
application is not being made using funds provided by another person under an
arrangement whereby any Shares allocated to you or all or substantially all of the value
of such Shares are to be transferred to that other person;
(c) you are not in the US nor are you applying on behalf of a person in the US and you are
not, nor are you applying on behalf of, a Canadian person or an individual, corporation
or entity resident in Japan;
(d) in making your application you are relying only on the Prospectus which was issued by
the company and not on any other information or representation concerning the Track
group and you agree that neither the Secretary of State, the seller of the shares, nor the
Company nor SBC Warburg Bank nor any of their respective officers or directors will
have any liability for any such other information or representation; and
(e) if the laws of any place outside the UK are applicable to your application, you have
complied with all such laws.
17 (a) If the person signing the application is not the applicant, that person warrants that he
has authority to do so on behalf of the applicant, that this authority is vested in him by
virtue of a power of attorney document which accompanies the application.
(b) If the applicant is a corporation, the person signing the application form warrants that he
has the authority to do so on behalf of the applicant.
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QUESTION 3(b)
Fact File Data
Food Sales to Children (compared to Adults) in the UK.
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UK Children’s annual consumption
of core products
£/head
Chocolate confectionery

kg/head

103.35

17.6

Savoury snacks

45.94

6.4

Sweet biscuits

10.17

4.5

Chilled desserts

14.88

6.3

Source: Datamonitor analysis
Situation
You work in an advertising agency, where there are several major clients who are food manufacturers,
producing four major product categories: chocolate confectionery, savoury snacks, chilled desserts
and sweet biscuits.
Task
Write a short analysis in the form of a text to accompany the following graphs and tables. They
show the current market situation and 'benefits' claimed for these product categories in the marketing
of them in the UK in 1999. The emphasis is on a comparison of the marketing of these products to
adults and children.
This will be used to assist in the development and future launches of similar products.
(12½ marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 4
On the basis of the two following opening extracts and according to the instructions accompanying
them, continue and complete each extract in an appropriate way.
The list of key words should be used for guidance; some or all of the words may, but do not have to
be, included in the text.
(a) Situation
You work in the Human Resources Department of a major multi-national company (RPC Plc).
The company is based in Brussels. You wish to recruit a Human Resources Assistant to the
department. This is a junior position, suitable for a recent graduate with some experience who
wants to make their career in Human Resources Management. As the company is currently
expanding in English-speaking companies, the job will be advertised in the international company
magazine and in a number of English business newspapers and journals.
Task
Write an appropriate advertisement.
Key words
support role/expanding network/ graduate/experience/English speaker/communication skills/team
player/analytic attitude/computer skills/good with deadlines/ salary/training/apply to...
RPC Plc (based in Brussels) is looking for a Human Resources Assistant to take a key support
role in the expansion of the company in Britain and the United States.
(12½ marks)
(b) Situation
You work in the Corporate Communications Department of Kingflower, a large company whose
business is a chain of general retail stores - selling many different products from household
goods to records and books. You have had a highly successful year.
Task
Write the Chief Executive's review of the year for inclusion in the Annual Report.
NB achieving the appropriate style and tone in the text is more important than the actual details
and results it contains.
Key words
$11 billion (46%) sales increase/5.1% growth in like-for-like business/strong retail
brands/developments in e-commerce - product websites/supply-chain efficiencies/81 new
stores/new store formats - 'Big Store' and 'General Market'/next decade
Chief Executive's Review
This year was successful and significant. We achieved strong growth; we moved forward with
important aspects of strategy and we laid the groundwork for new areas of expansion, including
e-commerce.
(12½ marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 1
Task
(a)

Read the following article from ‘Business Week’ and answer the questions that follow it. Credit
will be given for answering the questions in your own words and demonstrating comprehension,
rather than quoting directly from the text.
It’s Tough Being an Angel in Japan
You’d think entrepreneur Jukio Iura would be a proponent of saving money. After all, he was a top
banker at the Bank of Japan and other lending institutions for 34 years in a land where his
countrymen have “socked away” some $6 trillion in low-interest savings accounts. But you’d be
wrong. Actually, Iura thinks the Japanese obsession with saving is “scandalous”.
After a decade of falling land and stock prices, most Japanese still shun risk. But the 59 year old
Iura is out to change all that. He wants investors to put some of their savings into young
Japanese start-ups.
The gospel of angel investing has been a godsend for high-tech businesses in places like the
Silicon Valley and in Austin, Texas. But in Japan, it remains a hard sell. After all, it’s risky – and
the Japanese abhor uncertainty. Besides, young Japanese companies are struggling against a
global tech market slump and Japan’s entrenched economic problems.
Starving Entrepreneurs
Nasdaq Japan, which caters for start-ups, listed only 9 new companies in the first quarter, about
half last year’s pace. Japanese banks, drowning in bad loans, have no appetite for small,
unproven companies. And corporate backers of start-ups are slashing investments and
restructuring their own operations.
But Iura is undeterred. To capture the daring few, he has created a non-profit entity called the
Nippon Angels Forum, plus a for-profit investment fund called Nippon Angels Investment Co. The
forum hooks up investors with cash-starved entrepreneurs at meetings every 2 months. The
session typically draws about 200 potential investors, who listen to pitches from a score of
struggling start-ups. The audience picks the best 3 and Iura invites the winners back to give 1hour presentations.
The meetings also promote Iura’s investment fund. For as little as $20,000, investors can buy a
stake in the fund, which in turn backs some of the companies that participate in the forums. It’s a
substantial chunk of change, but the potential pay-off is huge. If just one of the start-ups that the
fund’s executive team chooses makes it big, investors can double their money in 4 years, Iura
claims.
Bikers and Biz Sites
Investors have yet to see the fruits of his dedication. The 11-month-old fund hasn’t yet had a
“liquidity event” – venture capital jargon for an initial public offering or the sale of a company in its
portfolio. That’s unlikely for another 2 years, says Iura. But after posting a small loss this year,
Iura expects the fund to make money next year by earning commissions doing legal work for startups and investors.
So far, the fund has doled out an average of $50,000 in seed money to 7 different companies.
Two community web-sites, Risys Co and For Whom Co, cater to motorcycle riders and small
businesses, respectively. The start-ups are using the cash to pay for lawyers, patent searches
and other services – some of which Iura’s team provide for 5% fees. The start-ups also cobble
together money from other individual investors, government grants, and the founders’ savings to
help get through the first year.
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QUESTION 1 CONTINUED
Striking a Chord
The angel formula was a hit during the US tech boom because people with money to invest
wanted a crack at the stupefying yields venture capitalists were getting. Can it work now in
recession-bound Japan? The crowds at the Nippon Angels Forums suggest that Iura has struck a
chord. After all, the average Japanese household sits on the world’s largest pool of savings $116,000 per family at the last count – yet interest rates are near zero, and real estate and stock
prices are still 65% below their peaks of 10 years ago.
Iura says he makes it clear to investors at the forums and individually that they could easily lose
their money. But he doesn’t just give his “picks” and leave them to sink or swim either. He has
assembled a team of 8 business experts, including accountants, lawyers and an auditor to coach
the start-ups.
Having retired after 3 decades at the Bank of Japan, the International Money Fund and the Bank
for International Settlements, Iura also has global connections to help his flock of companies. “He
has a long-term vision, and he’s one of the few people I’ve seen with the passion and dedication
to change this country via his works,” says Tatsuyuki Saeki, president of Nasdaq Japan.

(b)

(1)

Why would the author expect Japanese attitude to risk to have changed in the last 10
years?
Give details of the available investment options?
(4 marks)

(2)

What 3 factors are negative for Venture Capital companies in Japan at the moment?
(3 marks)

(3)

In the first paragraph of the section ‘Starving Entrepreneurs’, what 3 sources of capital for
start-ups are referred to and why is it difficult for start-ups in Japan to receive financing
from them at the moment?
(3 marks)

(4)

What exactly is a ‘liquidity event’ and why would it be welcome for Venture Capital
investors?
(2 marks)

(5)

Iura currently offers (a) expert coaching to the companies and (b) professional services
(for a fee). Describe the advantage of each for the start-up company itself and for the
Venture Capital Fund.
(3 marks)

Situation
You are the Training Manager of a business consultancy firm responsible for overseeing the
training programme of trainee consultants. One of the things you do is organise evening
lectures and discussions for the trainees by specialists in different areas of business. The next
such talk will be presented by the writer of the article above (Peter Watanabe) who is an expert
on Japanese business practices and, specifically, Venture Capital Investment in small
businesses in Japan.
The date of for the talk is 15 July at 7.00pm.
Task
Write a memo to the trainees informing them of this event and give them some details of the
talk.
(10 marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 2
Situation
You trained as a pastry chef and have spent the last 5 years working in catering; you are currently
working as the chief pastry chef in a high-class restaurant. You want to set up your own company
manufacturing bakery products and you have started producing your own cakes, muffins and
doughnuts for local coffee shops as a personal business sideline. You now want to expand your own
operations to increase production and to target local retail outlets (eg small grocers’ and bakers’
shops) as well. You want to give up your job in the restaurant and work in your own business full time.
The sideline has been extremely successful. The products are different from other similar ones: they
are crazy-coloured, young-styled, anti-traditonal “in-your-face” products. They are most popular with
teenagers and children. You use only top-quality ingredients and people (including parents etc) think
they are healthy with a home-made taste.
You have lots of ideas. You want to follow through this young image into the packaging of the
products for retail sale. It would be a niche product for ‘cool’, fun-loving children, and young people.
You’d have crazy designs on the packets and a funny brand name (Fab-Doe Boys?) etc. You’d ideally
produce a range of products, including children’s lunchbox products and teenage snack products,
possibly some with romantic connotations. You are also thinking about toys in the packets for the
younger children’s products and Internet-related games and pop music give-aways for the older
teenagers’ products. The products could be supported by a web-site, games and competitions etc.
As your first products are destined for the local market, ie local bakers’ shops, advertising could be
through promotion in local and regional newspapers and through shop promotions and perhaps an
endorsement by a local celebrity.
At the moment you can afford from savings to pay the rent on a small industrial site, until the business
gets going. But you need £50,000 to buy machinery, set up your office and to pay general start-up
costs, including the payment of wages for the first 3 months, by which time you think you should be
able to cover these and your own salary. At this stage it will still be possible to use your own van and
labour for distribution etc.
You are applying to the bank for a business loan of £50,000. You could secure the loan partly with the
machinery that is bought and partly with your own house, which has increased in value since you
bought it.
Task
(a)

As the entrepreneur, write a summary of this information in the form of a business plan to
accompany all the documentation that the bank requires in the loan application. You are
required to summarise the information in relation to the business itself, yourself, the product, the
market and the requirements in terms of finance, property, equipment etc.
(17 marks)
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QUESTION 2 CONTINUED
(b)

As a bank employee, you receive the following memo from your boss. Write the letter s/he
requests.
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Jane Simson, Credit Advisor
G D Thomson, Senior Credit Manager
10 June 2002
Fab-Doe Boys Business Loan Application

Please find enclosed the business loan application and summary business plan relating to FabDoe Boys.
Although as you know at the moment the credit committee is severely reining in small business
loans after our experience with start-ups and bankruptcies in the last recession, (and the
possibility of an economic downturn in the near future), I think this has potential.
Can you write to them but don’t hold out too much hope a loan at this stage. Obviously small
entrepreneurs may one day become massive multinational businesses and, at that point, we
would like to be their bankers! So I think we must visit them and listen to a business
presentation – give them a hearing.
Can you arrange this, please?
(8 marks)
(Total 25 marks)
QUESTION 3
(a)

Situation
Your company (Success Training Services) provides business training courses in the areas of
personnel and production systems management. It has recently (in response to client interest)
decided to start offering many of the courses on-line, which has entailed a considerable
investment in their development.
Task
Your company produces an information bulletin for distribution to regular clients, informing them
about new courses and developments: the tone is one of calm, information-giving rather than
news or promotional style. Write a short text, summarising the article below published in April
in Business Week. Explain the reasons for the changes and the advantage and attractions for
the clients.
(12½ marks)

GM gives log-on learning a boost
GM, the carmaker, has just become the latest big company to shift much of its internal training
courses and seminars to the net.
It’s a bad week for planning business junkets. For many professionals, corporate seminars and
training programs used to offer an escape from their office cubicles. But these days, more and more
workers are being asked to log on and learn.
That’s certainly the case at General Motors Corp. On 4 April, the company announced that it’s
encouraging its 88,000 salaried employees to take on-line courses in areas such as marketing,
finance, and e-business, and even to tap the Net for an MBA. GM’s 4-year-old corporate university
has agreed to a 4-year alliance with UNext.com, a Chicago-based e-learning company that offers
$125 million worth of courses and degrees through Cardean, its on-line university.
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In June, GM’s cross-town rival, Ford Motor Co, will launch the Ford Learning Network to help
employees and their managers determine skills they’re lacking and suggest e-learning courses to
supply them
Speed factor
All told, by 2004, companies are expected to spend more than $23 billion annually on on-line
corporate education, up from $6.3 billion in 2001, according to International Data Corp. A major
reason for the shift to Net ed. “It’s faster learning,” says Donnee Ramelli, president of General
Motors University. And since UNext's courses are “project-centred, (employees) can apply
techniques and tools the next day on the job.”
E-learning can also be far cheaper than conventional classroom learning. IBM says it saved $350
million in 2000 by putting 36% of its internal training on-line. And Ed Sketch, director of education,
training and development for Ford in North America and Europe, says putting classic Ford
courses, such as “Lean Manufacturing” on-line should save the company’s training division at
least £25 million a year. The system will also allow Ford to track the impact e-training has on
business. Graduates of the Lean Manufacturing course, for example, should be able to
demonstrate that they have cut inventory costs.
Trimming the Budget
For now, GM expects more modest savings. The company estimates it will trim $4 million form an
annual budget for executive-level courses and degree programs that can run as high as $30
million. Last year, GM offered 1,300 courses in training centres worldwide.
E-learning spares companies the cost and hassle of transporting employees to and from classes.
And as more universities jump on-line, more and more inexpensive coursework is becoming
available. On 4 April, for example, Massachusetts Institute of Technology announced that just
about all of its courses would soon be available free via its web site. Ford’s Ed Sketch contends
that buying fleets of courses will save money as well, since e-learning companies are eager to
recover their investment in developing the programs.
Despite the current economic slowdown, UNext CEO Andrew M Rosenfield says he’s optimistic
about e-learning. That’s when “people invest more in themselves,” he says. “We have no history
on this, but e-learning is cheaper than instructor-led training, which gives e-learning an
incremental advantage in economic downturns.

(b)

Situation
You work for a health and beauty products company that is considering reallocating part of its
advertising budget from more traditional media to Internet, mobile phone and interactive
television media. You have been asked to carry out some research into the effectiveness of
these media.
Task
On the basis of the graphs on pages 7 and 8 (information from a recent survey by the Institute of
Marketing) – write a short analysis summarising the information for discussion at a
forthcoming marketing department meeting
(12½ marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 3(b)
Different Advertising Media
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QUESTION 3(B) CONTINUED
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QUESTION 4
On the basis of the two following opening extracts and according to the instructions accompanying
them, continue and complete each extract in an appropriate way.
The list of key words should be used for guidance; some or all of the words may, but do not have to
be, included in the text.
(a)

Situation
You work for a company (FreshTeams) which offers closed group team-building courses for
business people from the same company or department. These usually take the form of
weekends in a hotel in the country where physical and mental activities bring the course
participants closer together and help them to work better as a team.
Task
Write an advertisement for inclusion in a management magazine.
Keywords
work/play/develop people/common goals/conflict resolution/communicate/teamwork/co-operate
and support/location

FRESHTEAMS
Innovative Team Building that’s fun and works.
Develop your team players to make a difference
- build a really great team.

(12½ marks)
(b)

Situation
You work in the media relations department of a bank (Anto Bank). This long-established
traditional bank has been losing business and suffering poor results in recent years. It has
decided to try to combat this by introducing an on-line personal banking division (Grin Banking)
for individual customers. It will offer a full range of banking services, personal banking, loans,
mortgages, currency exchange, deposit and savings accounts. Customers will be able to do
nearly all their banking electronically.
Task
Write a press release about the new development. Provide a headline and add any invented
content you need.
Key words
Virtual banking/new technology/check accounts/make transfers/interest rates/financial advice
and information/shareholder returns/profitability forecasts
(Headline)
Anto Bank unveiled plans today for the introduction of a new on-line banking division for personal
customers. ‘Grin’ (the new service) will be…
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QUESTION 1 (a)
Task
(a)

Read the following abridged article from The Observer newspaper and answer the questions
that follow it. Credit will be given for answering the questions in your own words and
demonstrating comprehension, rather than quoting directly from the text.

Too Complicated for Words
If we want good companies, we need to mind our language, says Simon Caulkin.
Slovenly language, according to George Orwell, both reflects and helps produce slovenly political
thinking. In his 1946 essay ‘Politics and the English Language,’ Orwell lamented the strained link
between language and political thought. At worst, the interplay creates language that is not just
sloppy but corrupt – an instrument ‘for concealing or preventing thought rather than expressing it’.
Orwell’s target today would almost certainly be business and the English language.
Contemporary business English is everything Orwell decried – abstract, lifeless, cliché-ridden,
self-serving – but with even more pervasive consequences.
As Orwell would have noted, as business encroaches on all aspects of life, so it has colonised the
language. Ad-speak and management-speak are everywhere – including in politics.
The effect goes beyond the nonsensical (firms called Executive Kitchens or Executive Hostesses)
and the comically portentous (‘a long-range period of uncertain profit for airlines is highly
probabilistic’). Because management is a practical art, bankrupt business language directly
affects the way we work, manage and are managed.
A gulf has opened up between management talk (‘management’) and management action
(‘managing’). Management discourse, points out Anthony Hopwood, Dean of Oxford’s Saϊd
Business School, is overwhelmingly produced by academics and consultants, not practitioners.
Academics bring to it outside intellectual influences such as economics, western rationalist
philosophy and quantitative analysis. Consultants likewise bring their own agenda – selling
packaged concepts to a wide range of buyers. What it barely contains at all is ‘managing’ – what
managers actually do.
The consequence of this dislocation has been called ‘organisational hypocrisy’: organisations say
one thing and do another. The language of ‘shareholder value’ is simply disconnected from the
factory floor. A complicated mechanism of incentives and deterrents has to be rigged up (or
bought in from consultants) to get people pulling in the same direction.
Consider the most influential management technique of the 1990’s, re-engineering. Behind
re-engineering is the sensible idea of reorganising a company around the customer rather than
internal functions. Unfortunately, re-engineering implies that it can be done as if to a machine,
according to the laws of physics and mechanical engineering. But it can’t. Organisations aren’t
machines. Simple in concept, re-engineering turned out to be entirely insensitive to local culture,
context and purpose. You can’t re-engineer a hospital, for example: you can only work through it
department by department. The idea isn’t necessarily stupid, but the metaphor is. The language
set it up for failure. No wonder two-thirds of re-engineerings fail.
A lot of management is like this. Indeed, ‘management’ in the abstract is strictly speaking
meaningless – it only makes sense when attached to the thing being done. Tellingly, languages
such as French and German don’t have native expressions for ‘management’. Equally tellingly,
they don’t have pure business or management schools, either. Yet somehow or other, even
without business schools or ‘management’, the rest of Europe ‘manages’. It still has functioning
health services and public transport, for instance. Coincidence? Contrast their pragmatic
‘managing’ policies – incremental improvement over time – with the galvanic lurches and
sweeping reorganisation characteristic of the UK public sector.
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QUESTION 1 (a) CONTINUED
Take rail privatisation for example: a perfect encapsulation of the belief in grand concepts, almost
untainted by connection with the reality of operations. A monument to abstract management,
Railtrack’s* response to a problem framed in the language of finance and competition was logical:
it sacked the old line managers who knew about running trains and replaced them with people
who dealt in markets and contracts.
Real management – reflective practice rooted in the active, local, concrete and specific – needs
an equivalent language. Conversely, the only way to prevent such doomed idiocies as rail
privatisation is to blow up the language they are expressed in. Simple, vigorous business English
is not a matter of aesthetics, but a duty: the starting point of managing well.
(*Railtrack is the name of the company which until recently managed the railway lines and railway
infrastructure in the UK.)
(Adapted from an article in The Observer, January 2002)
(i)

What did Orwell criticise in the language used to describe politics?
(2 marks)

(ii)

What is ‘nonsensical’ and ‘comically-portentous’ about the 2 examples of Business English
language in paragraph 3?
(2 marks)

(iii)

Are academics and consultants involved in ‘management’ or ‘managing’ and what distinction is
the author making?
(2 marks)

(iv)

Why, according to the author, can’t you re-engineer a hospital?
(3 marks)

(v)

What contrast does the author make between France and Germany and the UK in language and
action?
(3 marks)

(vi)

Why was Railtrack’s reaction to their problems in one sense a logical one?

(1 mark)

(vii)

What is the implication of the word ‘untainted’?

(1 mark)

(viii) What is the implication of the expression ‘doomed idiocy’?

(1 mark)
(15 marks)

QUESTION 1(b)
Situation
You are the Managing Director and owner of a small company. You feel that management jargon is
used too much in the communications of the company and, having read this article, decide to write a
memo to all your employees instructing them to avoid the use of such jargon and clichés. You also
feel strongly about the use of long words, complicated language and passive constructions – which
you feel are too often used so that nobody needs to take responsibility for an event.
Task
Use ideas from the article to write the memo and enclose a copy of the article for the staff to read.
Be firm but make yourself available for discussion with the staff if they wish.
(10 marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 2
Situation
Your company (a manufacturing supply company) is discussing the introduction of an automated email reply service to deal with customer enquiries. You recently went to a conference on New
Technology Developments and attended a presentation on this subject.
Task
You have been asked to write a report/discussion paper for a meeting of the Customer Services
Management Team. Below are your notes relating to the issue from the conference. Write the
report/discussion paper.

NOTES: NEW TECH CONFERENCE, CINCINNATI, SEPTEMBER 2002
E-mail automated reply software presentation
(1)

History of Product
Software Type 1
First approach to reading e-mails was purely statistical – looks for key words, frequency/repeated
words and sentence patterns – matches them up against possible responses. Software “learns”
by using feedback from previous replies, ie right and wrong answers. Simpler technology, flexible,
adaptable and cheap. But often inaccurate – bit of a blunt instrument.
Software Type 2
Rule-based grammatical approach – looks for word endings, subject, verbs etc. Usually more
accurate than statistical approach, but expensive (to buy and maintain). Doesn’t deal well with
bad grammar and often inflexible.
Software Type 3
Hybrid of 1 and 2
Company 1 = Banter, San Francisco firm (used by several large companies). First looks at
words, word endings and short phrases. Eg “three weeks ago” = time-frame/ “can you” = request
/”043729-2-04-023” = order number. Then – “semantic engine” made especially for client
company. Real-world knowledge and company knowledge stored in engine – computer makes
‘intelligent decision’.
BUT – many major clients (eg Wells Fargo) still use people to check through replies.
[Can set a minimum “confidence score” – ie if the computer thinks it can’t give the right reply then
it’s checked by humans.]
Company 2 = YY technologies of Mountain View, California. Linguistic approach and reduces
everything to meaning relationships between the words. Also uses real-world knowledge base of
company and customers. Software is intended only to answer the small number that it is
confident about – everything else is passed on.
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(2)

General Points
Lots of good reports on the software currently in the market. Seems to be good technology.
Obviously, saves a great deal of money on customer services, eg expensive training and high
turnover of workers.
But technical problems.
- Incoming e-mails: wrong spellings/bad syntax/confused meanings
- Computers cope with some of this and can cope with business jargon, slang etc
- Sometimes could still lose customers because of completely wrong replies.
Suggest try YY Technologies, but probably wait until technology develops further.
Contact address for presentation PP Reps.@TATAS.com
(25 marks)

QUESTION 3(a)
Situation
You are an investment consultant, working for Myers Brooks & Partners, Mansion House, Blackfield,
Surrey GF15 4JL. About a year ago, you advised a client (Frank Sneed, The Orchard House, Little
Greening, Hanstead, Kent MA24 3NM) to invest in Chinese Telecom companies. You have recently
changed that advice. The client has written to ask for more details as to why you are now advising
him to sell his shares in ‘China Mobile’.
Task
Summarise the information in the following article in the form of a letter to answer his query. You do
not know the client personally, so the tone should be polite and quite formal.
(12½ marks)

A Billion Voices Calling?
High hopes for China’s mobile-phone market have been dashed.
Which is the biggest mobile-phone market in the world? The answer, since July, is China’s. A country in
which until a few years ago the only people who could afford mobile phones were Triad mobsters now has
121m users. BDA, a Beijing consultancy, forecasts that the number will rise to 370m by 2005, enough to
persuade many investors – even after telecoms shares have dived all round the world – that China was,
and would remain, a magic market.
Over the past few weeks, however, much of that magic has vanished. China Mobile, the mainland’s
dominant operator, with 73% of the market, announced half-year results that were superb in every respect
bar one: average revenues per user were down by 35%. The drop took analysts by surprise and sent
China Mobile’s shares into a tailspin. Shares in China Unicom, the smaller rival in the country’s duopoly,
followed. Suddenly, soaring forecasts of market size seemed worth rather less. Looked at one way,
China’s market for mobile telephony appears as promising as ever. Fewer than one in ten of the 1.25
billion Chinese has a mobile phone, compared with 4 out of 10 Americans and 5 out of 10 Europeans. In
China, reckons Wang Xiaochu, China Mobile’s chairman, a penetration of 3 in 10 is achievable within a
few years. This is more optimistic than the government’s official forecast but still plausible.
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But where are the extra two to be found? Most Chinese with any spending power to speak of already
have mobiles and use them shamelessly, as anyone who has sat in a cinema in China can attest. To sign
up new subscribers, China Mobile and China Unicom are having to reach out to poorer people. One way
they are doing this is by offering not the usual service, where users talk and pay the balance of their
accounts in arrears, but a prepaid discounted package. Of China Mobile’s 14 million new customers in the
first half of this year 95% took this option. Such subscribers tend to keep talk-time to a minimum.
Frivolous communication, including dating, happens increasingly through short text messages, which are
cheap.
Although China’s overall market is a long way from saturation, the lucrative segment of it may not be far
off. This is not a total disaster, says Ted Dean, Managing Director of BDA, since low-yield subscribers
also cost less – operators do not need to send prepaid customers any bills, for instance. But it does mean
that China’s future subscribers will be less profitable than its existing ones. To make matters worse, the
regulator has hinted that it intends to give 2 more licences to mobile operators perhaps later next year.
The lesson is that China’s markets are rarely as good as they seem. Even in mobile phones, there is still
a lot of money to be made – Motorola, an American manufacturer of handsets and top seller in China, for
instance, says that it has fatter profit margins there than anywhere else in the world. But investors tend to
be carried away by an over-optimistic projection of China’s markets, and pay over the top to enter them.
China’s coastal urban middle class has been bingeing on everything from life insurance to cars and
computers. It is the rural population, however, that makes the Chinese numbers so big, and selling to
them is another matter.
(Adapted from an article in The Economist)
QUESTION 3(b)
Situation
You work in the information department of an international recruitment company. You write a monthly
bulletin on the employment situation in various countries throughout the world.
Task
Look at the graphs representing trends in the economy and in employment in the USA. Write a short
description and analysis of this data for the last 12 months – the date today is 1 September 2002;
figures after this date are projections.
(12½ marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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QUESTION 4
From the information given, continue and complete the 2 extracts in a way that is appropriate in
content and style.
The list of key words should be used for guidance; some or all of the words may, but do not have to
be, included in the text.
(a)

Situation
You work for a business journal, World Business Magazine, 42 Fleet Street, London W1V 9TT,
which is currently preparing a supplementary directory (Spring 2003 Executive Education and
MBA Directory) listing business schools which offer degrees such as MBAs and other business
training.
Task
Write a letter to be sent to the Principals of Business Colleges that are prospective advertisers
in the directory.
Describe:
-

the journal for which you work
the advantages of advertising in the directory
some promotional incentive.

Although the first lines of the body of the text are given, you should lay out the letter in an
appropriate style with headings etc. Invent any further content as appropriate. For the purpose
of this letter the name and the address of the addressee should be: Dr K Grimes, Dolly Business
College, Goddington Road, Dolly, Shropshire LU3 7BJ.

(insert letter headings etc here)
Dear Dr Grimes,
Targeting prospective students for your college should not be a hit and miss affair.

Key Words
1 million readers / prestigious business journal / influence and decision-making / special report –
online-learning directory / opportunity / targeted advertising / 15% reduction / closing date.
(12½ marks)
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(b)

Situation
You work in the public relations department of an electronics company, ZYTEC Ltd. The
company is undertaking a 3-year plan to improve group operating profits by 30%. To do this the
company intends to:
-

reduce the number of employees by 10% in the coming year – 5% by compulsory
redundancies and 5% by other means (eg voluntary)
increase sales by 8%, mainly from the German market, where a new distribution contract
has recently been agreed
secure a first deal for supply of electronic equipment to the airline industry to generate a
further 2% increase in turnover.

Task
Draft the press release containing all this news.

(Insert correct headings here)
Zytec today unveils its 3-year plan to move into the forefront of electronic components supply in
Europe.

Keywords
targets / expansion / new contract / rationalisation / reductions / loss-making operations / CEO
quote
(12½ marks)
(Total 25 marks)
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